List of some short videos you can stream from the web for free that highlight treaties in various ways. Choose one or two to be shown at your treaty event.

*International Humanitarian Law- The Law in Practice* is a new educational video resource that explores the ICRC's mission and mandate and provides a clear explanation of the role that the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) plays in the development and implementation of international humanitarian law. *Using the Treaty on the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons as a case study*, the film looks at the close relationship between our operational experience in places like Hiroshima and the ICRC's approach to the law. i.e. Includes info about the Treaty on the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons, and how it was created.

*Cartoon explaining the rules of war*. People have always used violence to settle disputes. And all cultures have always had the idea that there have to be limits on that violence, if we are to prevent wars from descending into barbarity. Covers the main points of the Geneva Conventions.

https://www.wilpf.org/what-do-feminists-think-of-nuclear-weapons/ (lasts 9.5 minutes)
*A TED talk by Ray Acheson, Director of the Reaching Critical Will programme of the WILPF* What Do Feminists Think of Nuclear Weapons? Why are Nuclear Weapons a Patriarchal Tool? What does security mean? Includes info on the Treaty to Prohibit Nuclear Weapons (TPNW)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g6Pl4DualOk  (lasts 8.25 minutes)
*How Millennials view Nuclear Weapons* - a TEDx talk by Clare Conboy. Includes info on the Treaty to Prohibit Nuclear Weapons (TPNW)

https://vimeo.com/67610144.  (Lasts 1 min 22 sec)
*Think outside the bomb*- mostly kids drawing around a graphic of a bomb. An ICAN promo video.
Choosing humanity over nuclear weapons. Another ICAN promotional video

Another ICAN promotional video

A Dutch anti-nuclear video, showing people from many different countries (but all in Amsterdam) holding signs that say:” Argentineans (e.g.) Against Nukes”. Could be showing while event attendees assemble.

“A very brief history of humankind”, an interesting poem that relates human’s history while innocent people have a picnic and a nuclear bomb is dropped near them.

Ex-Defense Secretary William Perry’s cartoon showing how a nuclear terrorist attack in Washington DC could be created and its affects. Designed to make you scared.

Informative video on the Nuclear Non Proliferation Treaty (1968) and its review coming up in 2020

Very informative video on treaties with American Indians; would be an excellent choice if your event was focusing on treaties with American Indians.

A cartoon on Canada's treaties with indigenous people

Gloria Steinem interview on CNN about the need for a Korean Peace Treaty

“What if we nuked a city” made for the International Committee of the Red Cross (was just published and already watched by 5.5 million!)